
Embrace legal technology
Technology today is a force multiplier — but only if your team 
actually uses it. If you are hesitant to switch to a superior tech-
nology because of the time and resources to retrain your team, 
we have the perfect solution.

DISCO University sets every user at your organization up for 
success, whether they need to review a handful of documents 
or ingest hundreds of load files. We’ve designed a world-class 
learning experience to ensure your teams get the most out of 
DISCO’s technology. 

Built for legal professionals, DISCO University provides a modern 
learning experience so your teams can learn quickly and apply 
new knowledge immediately. It includes:

 ■ Live classes with certified experts

 ■ Short videos with succinct information 

 ■ Interactive modules for deeper dives

 ■ Role-based paths for every user

Technology that powers Legal, learning that empowers your teams

Review Attorney
For anyone who finds and reviews 
documents (3 hours)

Two 1-hour live classes
 ■ DISCO 101
 ■ Review Workflow

22 on-demand courses

Data Expert
For litigation support and technical 
project managers (7 hours)

Three 1-hour live classes
 ■ DISCO 101
 ■ Data Ingest
 ■ Advanced Data

18 on-demand courses

Review Manager
For paralegals and advanced data-
base admins (7 hours)

Three 1-hour live classes
 ■ DISCO 101
 ■ Admin
 ■ Review Workflows

22 on-demand courses

Learning that grows with you
DISCO University provides role-based learning, ensuring your 
teams get the knowledge they need in the time they have. With 
new courses and materials added frequently, it’s never been 
easier to grow your team’s skill sets and confidence.

 ■ Support every level of user by providing tailored instruction 
that meets individual needs, regardless of role or experience

 ■ Scale your team with ease at the pace your organization 
demands with uniform and consistent course content required 
to ensure quality results

 ■ Build team confidence and credibility by reinforcing existing 
skills and mastering cutting-edge workflows and concepts

 ■ Accelerate time to value with content that was created for 
working professionals based on real-world ediscovery needs

Example learning paths
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Review Management
Are you the conductor when it comes to orchestrating all of the 
details to efficiently run a document review? This certification 
proves your mastery over:

 ■ Matter and review workflow management

 ■ DISCO AI and advanced optimization tactics

 ■ Search term reporting

 ■ Managing productions and exhibit sets

Project Management
Ready to flex your management muscles and strut your ulti-
mate DISCO power user status? This comprehensive certification 
proves that you’re a heavyweight champ when it comes to:

 ■ Matter and review workflow management

 ■ Optimizing workflows and search shortcuts

 ■ Advanced search term reporting

 ■ Creating and leveraging privilege logs

* DISCO University and Certifications are currently available for DISCO users only 

Recognition for your skills
Want to show off mastery of DISCO Ediscovery’s innovative 
features and best practices? After your team has demonstrated 
proficiency, DISCO Certifications provides them with formal 
recognition for their accomplishments. Plus, the certifications 
distinguish your organization as a leader utilizing next-genera-
tion technology to transform and improve legal outcomes.

Search and Review
Ready to prove that you can find any document, any time? 
Complete the Search & Review certification to show you know:

 ■ Core DISCO review functions

 ■ Search and review strategies

 ■ Document review best practices

 ■ Foundations of DISCO AI tag predictions

Data Management
Would your colleagues describe you as a “data boss”? Do you 
love making sense of complex files and searching for needles 
in haystacks? This one’s for you. Topics include:

 ■ Advanced search capabilities 

 ■ Ingesting and remediating data

 ■ ECA and matter management

 ■ Producing documents and closing matters

For more information about DISCO University and how to get started, visit learn.csdisco.com* 

“From the basics to the most complex workflows, 
only a few hours of training from DISCO equipped 
our team of 40 attorneys to dive right into our case.” 

— JoDee Neil, Attorney, Simon Greenstone Panatier

http://learn.csdisco.com

